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We will also talk through the Pregnancy Countdown Chart at the start and end of every session.
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Session 1: The Contract
Role of the Health Visiting Team
The Health Visiting team provide a home visiting and community based service to support
children and families in promoting health and wellbeing. The team work predominantly with
families and children under 5 years.

community nurses and nursery nurses.
Health Visitors are not just interested in the health of your child but are also there to listen to
you, to help advise and support you and your family in many situations. Examples may include
matters related to your children and your own physical and emotional health

What is important to you?
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Session 1: Expectations
What do you expect?

What can you expect?
A service that is:
- Non-judgmental

- Information but not overloading

- Respect

- Enthusiasm and commitment

- Non patronising

- Acknowledgeable team

- Tailored for you

- Someone who will listen/hear

- Right support at the right time

-
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Session 1: The Contract
What do we want to achieve?

How often will we meet?

Where will we meet?

How long will each session last?

What will you do?

What will I do?

What session do you want to focus on first?
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Session 2: About You

In this section we will talk about:
- You can do this! Self belief

- Strengths & Talents

- Your Hopes, Wishes & worries

- Family Tree

- I am...

- What will my baby be like?

The things I want to know more about are:
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Session 2: You Can Do This! Self Belief
You’re Worth It
Pregnancy is a very good time to try and set aside
any negative feelings about yourself. Your body is
doing an amazing thing, creating a whole new human
being.
A baby is going to need a mum (or parents) who
believe in themselves. Believing in yourself will help
you to enjoy the good times more and cope with the
bad times better. It will also help you to be a

- The most important thing to remember is, you may need help and support along the way but
you can do this.
-

- Take control of your future. You’re pregnant, but this doesn’t mean your life is over! Keep
planning what you want out of life for you and your baby
- Don’t try to do this on your own - ask for advice and support from the people here to help
you.
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Session 2: Whats important
What is important to me?
Please score from 1 to 6 how important each of the following are to you:
Knowing that I can achieve what I want
Making my own decisions and not giving in under pressure
Feeling really good about myself
Knowing my responsibilities and my rights
Being confident enough to cope with whatever life throws at me
Knowing that my happiness is important to me and people I’m close to
Feeling secure and in control of my life
Looking after myself
Being positive about myself
Not repeating the same mistakes that others have made
Being a really good parent
Making a good life for my child

What skills do I have to be a good parent?
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Session 2: About You
People who know me would describe me as:

My hopes and wishes for the future are:

My worries for the future are:
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Session 2: I am...
I am...
How would you describe yourself? Pick 12 things from the table that describe you
Easy to get on with

Honest

Strong beliefs

A good friend

At ease with myself

Good at giving affirmation

Good at expressing myself

Amusing

Appreciative

Hard working

Head strong

An enquiring mind

Inventive

A good role model

Affectionate

Straight forward

Positive

Risk taking

Bold

Challenging

Visionary

Sentimental

Determined

Clever

Tenacious

Active

Full of ideas

Committed

Thoughtful

Good listener

Hopeful

Compassionate

Artistic

Pursue my dreams

Look after myself well

Conscientious

Empathic

Gentle

Emotional

Considerate

Flexible

Fearless

Contented

Effective

Understanding

Fun

Easy-going

Efficient

Bubbly

A good laugh

Supportive

Empathise with others

Powerful

Musical

Good memory

Energetic

Observant

Easy to get on with

Feisty

Expressive

Extravagant

Playful

Attractive

Extravagant

Trustworthy

Emotional

Funny

Fit

Assertive

Loving

Clear thinking

Flirtatious

Not afraid to challenge

Good at solving problems

Good at handling stress

Good at coping with change

Sporty

Meticulous

Flamboyant

Graceful

Team player

Good with money

High standards

Willing to experiment

Sociable

Careful

Warm

Happy

Big hearted

Rigorous

Impulsive

Have pride in myself

Strong

Curious

Happy-go-lucky

Honest

Make things happen

Wise

Stick up for my beliefs

Imaginative

Practical

Forgiving

A good laugh

Intelligent

Kind

Brave

A dreamer

Open minded

Enthusiastic

Adventurous

Sensual

Optimistic

Quick witted

Generous

Sensible

Passionate

A nice smile

Achieve my goals

Smart

Purposeful

Creative

Imaginative

Rise to a challenge

Reflective

Lively

Fun-loving

Quiet

Responsible

A dreamer

Ambitious

Mischievous

Romantic

Sensible

Cuddly

Insightful

Sexy

Empathise with others

Independent

Easy going

Sophisticated

Reliable

Dramatic

Courageous

Spiritual

Good company

Relaxed

Good fun

Good tempered
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Session 2: About You
I am...
1:

7:

2:

8:

3:

9:

4:

10:

5:

11:

6:

12:
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Session 2: About You
Strengths & Talents
How would you describe yourself? Pick 10 things from the table that describe you

Interests & Talents

Temperament & Mood

Relationship with others

Think...
What are my
strengths?
Health & Fitness

Values & Beliefs
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Session 2: About You
Family Tree
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Session 2: About You
What will my baby be like?
As my baby grows...
Will my baby be tall, short or
medium height?

What colour eyes?

Whose smile will my baby
have?

Who will my baby take after?

Will my baby be good at
sports?

What colour hair?

Will my baby have a temper?

Will my baby be calm?
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Session 2: About You
What have I learned?

What do I need to do?
To do list...
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Session 3: Attachment & Bonding

In this section we will talk about:
-

Play & communication

-

Understanding your baby’s cue

-

Why do babies cry?

-

The good, the bad and the ugly - the realities
of being a parent

The things I want to know more about are:
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Session 3: Attachment & Bonding
Play & Communication
Playing games with your baby will be very important for
their social, emotional, physical, and cognitive
development. Play will also bring you and your baby
closer and makes your time together that much more
enjoyable.

Remember, the more your baby laughs, the
less they cry!
Forget all those expensive toys, the very best toy for a young baby is you. Your baby will be able
to see your face well if you hold them cradled in your arms or in a sitting position on your lap
(with head well supported). You can talk, laugh, sing, even read a story and your baby will enjoy
the interaction.
Some babies are easily over stimulated. If they start to cry during playtime, don't worry, just
switch to calmer activities like cuddling, looking at picture books or singing soft songs.
Remember that your baby can hear your voice from when you are about 14 weeks pregnant,
so start to talk to your baby while it’s in the womb.
Though your baby can't talk, they will communicate with you from the moment they are born.
which is soon followed by cooing and smiling.
Talk to your baby - watch their reaction and wait for their
response. Watch what your baby is doing - every
movement of arms or legs waving is part of your baby's
response to you.
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Session 3: Attachment & Bonding
Talk Tips
- Use loving kind words - babies can tell from the tone of your
voice whether you're speaking positively. Speak quietly and
face-to-face with your baby to cut out distractions.
- Use 'baby talk' - this is a higher-pitched way of talking and
your baby.
- Use 'small talk' - describe everything you're doing: "I'm pushing the pram" or "I'm putting on
your nappy". Describe what you see your baby doing: "You're waving your arms" or "You're
making a lovely cooing sound." Get in the habit of using 'small talk' as your baby grows.
- Talk about everything - when your baby is a little older, talk about everything as this helps
language development: "We're putting on your trousers now", "I'm eating my lunch" or "It's
very cold today".
- Name objects - for older babies, provide the names of everyday objects - especially when
your baby begins to point at them. "That's your teddy" or "This is your cup" - your baby will
great deal of what you say to them and will probably be able to follow simple instructions,
like: "Pass me the cup" or "Wave bye-bye".
- Encourage your baby's attempts - never make fun of them when they get words wrong, as

- Read together - start with special picture books for babies. This is invaluable for them as it
helps improve words, language and listening skills.
- Enjoy conversations together - by eight to 12 months your baby will be making babbling
sounds and may well say simple words like "dada" and "mama". Speak directly to them - this
is important for speech to develop. Give lots of praise for every new language achievement even if your baby doesn't quite understand the words.
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Session 3: Attachment & Bonding
Why do babies cry?
All babies are genetically programmed to call out for
comfort when they are distressed about something.
Crying is a way of telling you that they need help.
Babies do not cry to exercise their lungs, to annoy
and control you or for the fun of it!
They cry when they are unhappy and need to alert
you they something is bothering them. They might be
hungry, thirsty, uncomfortable or tired.
They are asking for your help!

will be able to read their cries more and more accurately. For example, you will learn to tell a
hungry cry from a tired cry.

Understanding your Baby Cues
Remember, crying is also a very important part of your baby's language and the main way of
communicating their needs before talking begins. Answering your baby's cries as soon as
possible helps them to feel secure.
Good listening is one of the most vital skills in your growing relationship with your baby. In the
early days, it's about listening to their cries and gradually working out which one means "I'm
hungry", and which means "I'm lonely and want a cuddle". Later on, it'll become the basis of a
good relationship and a key part of meeting your baby's needs.
Soon you may be able to recognise a pattern in your baby's daily behaviour, and you'll begin to
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Session 3: Attachment & Bonding
- It helps your baby relax. If you respond to your baby's signals quickly, they will feel
understood, and their stress levels will reduce.
- It helps you to respond to your baby the right way. By watching your baby you'll get to know
what they need.
- It helps your baby build trust in the people looking after them.
- It teaches your baby about emotions. Your baby learns about feelings through the way you
communicate with and look after them.

as a parent if you can interpret what they want. By observing your baby, you'll also learn how
your baby shows emotions.

What are the signs that I want something?
I want to be fed?
Babies often have a special sound or cry they make when
they're hungry and you'll soon learn to identify it. Some babies
baby turns their head strongly to one side while opening their
mouth. This is called rooting, and they are looking for your
nipple!
I’m tired and needs to sleep?
Many babies fuss or cry when they need to sleep. Some babies
may suddenly look quite pale. They might stop being interested
in being played with or looking at something, and stop
responding to you and what's happening around them.
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Session 3: Attachment & Bonding
I’m bored or lonely?
Babies don't have to be entertained constantly, because they
quiet times to explore their surroundings. However, if your
baby feels lonely, you may notice them looking around for
something interesting to stare at. If they are in a calm state with
a wide-eyed look, they may be ready for some company or to
learn something new.
I’ve got wind?
If your baby has wind, they may cry or fuss, and pull their knees
up to their stomach. They may look as though they are in pain.
Your baby may screw up their face too and seem agitated.

I have a wet or dirty nappy which is making me
uncomfortable?
Some babies don't mind having a wet or soiled nappy, but
others really don't like it. Your baby will let you know through
their behaviour and by crying or being restless. They may also
have more subtle ways of telling you. They may grow pale or
red in the face, look away and lose interest in playing.

I want to play?
Your baby will be interested in playing with you from birth. They
will tell you by becoming calm and alert, and looking at you with
wide eyes and raised eyebrows. They may open their mouth
into an "oo" shape or make noises as if to call you.
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Session 3: Attachment & Bonding
I’m too hot or too cold?
Your baby needs to wear the same amount of clothes that you
do, depending on the temperature. Feel the back of their neck
too. If it's mottled with patches of red and blue, it could mean
your baby’s body is trying to adjust to the right temperature.

I’m over stimulated?
Some babies are easily overwhelmed, and can only cope with
short bursts of play. Your baby may show you they have had
enough by sneezing, yawning, looking pale or very red, or
looking away. They may shut down, and look as if they are
going to sleep. Or they may start to fuss or cry, or push you
away.

a lot of stimulation. Holding your baby calmly in your arms or over your shoulder may help or
try putting them down in a quiet place, with your hand resting gently on their belly.

I want to be soothed?
Babies are born with the ability to self-soothe. In fact, while
your baby is curled up in your uterus (womb), your baby may
however, it may not be as easy to reach them!
Your baby may fuss, cry, frown or start to kick and wriggle if they want your help to calm down.
near or into their mouth.
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Session 3: Baby Cues Quiz
1. Which one of these might I do to tell you that I want to play?

A

My eyes are drowsy

C

I’m active and responsive

B

Your face and voice are your baby’s best toys. If I am active then it’s play time but keep an eye
for when I look tired and have had too much.

2. I’m sucking my fingers. What am I up to?

A

I’m amusing myself

C

I’m bored

B

I’m calming myself down

Some babies do this to 'self-soothe', which calms them, but it may mean your baby is hungry,
so watch carefully.

3. Which of these will help you to understand what your baby is telling you?

A

Try lot’s of things out

C

Watching what they do

B

Read it all in a book

If you want to understand your baby, take time to watch what they do and what their cues are.
Don’t be afraid to keep trying, you won’t always get it right.
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Session 3: Attachment & Bonding
4. I’m sneezing, what could that mean?

A

I’m had too much exertion

C

It means nothing

B

I’m getting a cold

Just remember that nothing we do is meaningless, this could mean your baby has had too
much excitement. Observe your baby to see what they do when they’ve had too much
excitement and need a break - watch for colour change, staring, fussing, looking away.

5. I have been asleep but now I have opened my eyes a little. What do you do?

A

Wake me up

C

Watch - I may go back to sleep

B

Pick me up

Yes, just let me chill out. I could go back to sleep.
The best way to get to know your baby is to watch what they are doing.

6. What might I do when I am hungry?

A

Cry

B

Look for a nipple to suck

C
Any of these, but turning my head from side to side with my mouth open is a really big clue
that I’m hungry. It’s called rooting.
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Session 3: Attachment & Bonding
7. I’m crying, what is the first thing you should do for me?

A

Feed me

C

Change my nappy

B

Cuddle and sooth me

I am crying because I need something, so ignoring me or playing isn’t what I’m after. You need
to give me some kind of response. I might need a cuddle, be hungry or need changing. Please
do not leave me to cry or I will learn to cry more. Babies feel secure when their needs are met

8. If I am restless, what could you do?

A

Comfort me

C

Try to feed me

B

Leave me be

called fussing.
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Session 3: Attachment & Bonding
The Good, The Bad and The Ugly - the realities of being a parent
Are you imagining what your child would be like? Are you thinking will it be a boy or girl? Your
baby is kicking a lot, so does this mean it will be a football player? An important part of
pregnancy is the connection you make with your imagined baby.
One reality is undeniable: you will have a new son or a daughter!

want to add a few of your own.
What will be really hard
about being a parent?

What will be good about
being a parent?

Unsettled baby
Dealing with colic
Pride in your baby
Everything is expensive
Feeling isolated
Having a beautiful baby
No time to get dressed
or eat properly
Learning new skills
Hassle to get out of the house
Chance to be a good parent
No social life
Feeling contented
Dirty nappies
Seeing that first smile
Feeling tired/sleepless nights
Rewarding
Responsibility for someone else
Weight gain
Feeling overwhelmed
Changes to relationships
Watching your baby grow and develop
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Session 3: Attachment & Bonding
What have I learned?

What do I need to do?
To do list...
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Session 4: Support & Relationships

In this section we will talk about:
- Relationships
- Father Figures

- Changes to relationships during & after
pregnancy

- Being there from the start

- Domestic Abuse

- Top tips for Dads

- Relationships with professionals

- CSA

- Role Models

- Friends & Family

- Dealing with Stereotypes

The things I want to know more about are:
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Session 4: Relationships What Are They?
To me ‘Relationship’ means

Why do I need Relationships?
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Who do
I have
relationships
with?

The person I have the closest relationship with is...
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Session 4: Support & Relationships
Friends & Family
Pregnancy can bring big changes to the friendships and relationships you have with the most
important people in your life. For some people it will bring them closer together and
sometimes it will push them apart.

parents develop, while old friendships (with non-parents) decline. Again, it is worth thinking
about what you want your relationships to be like after the baby is born.
If friends don’t seem interested in your pregnancy, try to be open with them about how you
feel and discuss how they can be involved
It is not unusual for your family (especially parents), to be upset, angry, or disappointed. Your
family may be angry with you because of the pregnancy, your family may be disappointed
because you didn’t use contraception, they might be upset because they think you are too
young to be parents!
Who can I ask for help
and support?

What if my boyfriend
leaves me?

Will my friends want to
know me?

Who are the most important people in my life?

Will Mum throw me out?

Can I still go out with my
mates?

This is so exciting!
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Father Figures
Most fathers do not realise how important they are
If fathers are regularly involved, their children are more
likely to do well at school and less likely to be involved in
crime later in life.
A lot of fathers say that they want to “be there” for their
they want to be there in emergencies, or that they want to
be involved in bringing their child up in every way.

for them to start running around, but the bonds with the
baby start way before they can walk and talk. The more
they can hold, cuddle and talk to their baby the closer they
will feel to their baby.

Whoever spends time with the baby and comforts them, whether this is Mum, Dad, Grandma,
brothers, sisters or your friends will bond with the baby.
It is a myth that mothers ‘naturally’ know how to care for babies, Mums still have to learn the
skills somewhere and Dads need to do the same. Some Dads worry about dropping their
babies, being too rough with them or just being clumsy. While obviously babies need careful
handling, most Dads learn this very quickly.
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Being there form the start
A lot of fathers are at the birth of their child and the most say
that it was the biggest event of their lives. But for others, the
anxiety of seeing their partner in pain is too much.
Some fathers are worried about passing out at the sight of
anything gruesome – others worry that they won’t know how
to help their partner. It is worth discussing together what you
both want and expect.
Having a role helps some men focus. Some expectant
mothers want their partners there for company, reassurance,
support, help with breathing (during contractions), back
massage and someone to talk to (especially if it is a long
labour). Others don’t want any of this, and don’t even want to
be touched, but this is more unusual. Again this needs to be
talked about beforehand!

Top tips for Dads
1

Support your partner as much as you can (before, during and after the birth)

2

Go to all the Hospital appointments (including for scans) and attend a Young Parents group
in your local area

3

Prepare yourself as much as you can in terms of practical skills (such as feeding, bathing and
changing nappies)

4

Spend as much time as you can with your baby so that you can bond with them as early as
possible

5
responsibility (so that you automatically get parental responsibility)
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6

Remember how important you are to your child’s growth and development

7

Decide what kind of father you want to be, and be involved as much as you can be

8

Talk and work out as much as you can with your baby mother before the baby arrives, and be
prepared to compromise

9

Make a friend of the Health Visitor and Midwife, they will be important before, during and
after the birth

10 Enjoy being a father!

Child Support Agency (CSA)
For Dads, even if you are not living with your child, or do not have Parental
Responsibility, you are expected to pay towards their care. In fact, if you believe
you are not the father, the CSA only believe you if you have taken a DNA test!
If the child is yours, the CSA will ask you to complete an assessment form, then they will tell you
how much you must pay. This is worked out on your weekly income, and is:
-

15% for one child (so if you earn £100 a week you will pay £15)

-

20% for two children (so if you earn £100 a week you will pay £20)

-

25% for three or more children

If you are a student in full-time education, in prison, or in care, you may not have to pay
anything.
Some fathers think that if they ignore letters, or their baby mother does not give their address,
they will be OK. This is not true, they will contact employers and take money before it gets to
you, and have been know to take away driving licences and other items, if payments are not
made.
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Changes to Relationships During & After Pregnancy
Pregnancy brings a range of changes, hormonal changes may lead to worry, mood swings and
later tiredness and sometimes exhaustion.
Not surprisingly, your relationship and what you do together are likely to change with the
they get irritated over things that would not have bothered them before.

enormously. Issues such as sleep, feeding, discipline and when to seek help are all common
issues that you can fall out about. Obviously, the way that you deal with disagreements is
important. If you are able to discuss, compromise and sort out issues, parenting is likely to be
then it may be harder to sort out disputes.

Domestic Abuse
situation. Some young women experience abuse from their partner, ex-partner,
parents, step parents, foster parents, or other person in their household.

What Makes a Healthy Relationship?

case? Take a step back and think about whether your relationship has these seven qualities:

1 Mutual respect - Respect in a relationship means that each person values who the other is
and understands and would never challenge the other person's boundaries.
2 Trust - There's no way you can have a healthy relationship if you don't trust each other.
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3 Honesty - This one goes hand-in-hand with trust because it's tough to trust someone when
one of you isn't being honest.
4 Support - It's not just in bad times that your partner should support you.
5 Fairness/equality - You need to have give-and-take in your relationship, too.
6 Separate identities - In a healthy relationship, everyone needs to make compromises. But
that doesn't mean you should feel like you're losing out on being yourself.
7 Good communication - Speak honestly and openly so that the miscommunication is

What's an Unhealthy Relationship?
A relationship is unhealthy when it involves mean, disrespectful, controlling, or abusive
emotionally, verbally, or physically. For some people who have grown up around this kind of
behavior it can almost seem normal or OK. It's not!
Many of us learn from watching and imitating the people close to us. So someone who has
lived around violent or disrespectful behavior may not have learned how to treat others with
kindness and respect or how to expect the same treatment. It's not healthy to stay in a
relationship that involves abusive behavior of any kind.

Warning Signs
When a partner uses verbal insults, mean language, nasty putdowns, gets physical by hitting or
slapping, or forces someone into sexual activity, it's an important warning sign of verbal,
emotional, or physical abuse.
Ask yourself, does my partner:
- get angry when I don't drop everything for him or her?
me?
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- keep me from seeing friends or from talking to any other guys or girls?
- want me to quit an activity, even though I love it?
- ever raise a hand when angry, like he or she is about to hit me?
- try to force me to go further sexually than I want to?
It can be tempting to make excuses or misinterpret violence, possessiveness, or anger as an
expression of love. But even if you know that the person hurting you loves you, it is not healthy.
No one deserves to be hit, shoved, or forced into anything he or she doesn't want to do.

Physical Abuse can be that someone has:
- Attacked you
- Smashed furniture, destroyed property

Mental/verbal abuse can be that someone has:
- Stopped you from seeing friends
- Threatened to hurt you
- Controlled the money
- Blamed you for the violence
- Put you down, called you names

Sexual abuse can be that someone has:
- Forced you to have sex
- Touched you sexually
As well as making you feel anxious, domestic abuse can be dangerous for you and your baby.

It is not acceptable- Try to tell someone
If you are not comfortable talking to someone face to face, you can call the Women’s Aid
24-hour domestic violence helpline on 0800 2000 247
and support.
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Role Models
Who is a role model in your life?

Why?
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Dealing with Stereotypes
Newspapers and the TV sometimes criticise and blame young mothers and sometimes you
may experience a complete stranger making a rude comment about your pregnancy.

I like her hair...

What is she staring at?...

It can be easy to get paranoid that people are staring all the time, but keep in mind that most
women who look pregnant get a second curious look from strangers. It may not be because
you are young!
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What have I learned?

What do I need to do?
To do list...
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Session 5: Healthy Choices For Your Baby

In this section we will talk about:
- Feeding Your New Baby

- Handle With Care

- Safety

- Cot Death

- Safety Equipment

- Immunisations

The things I want to know more about are:
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Feeding Your New Baby
As a new mum you have a lot of things to think about.
Breastfeeding is what your body is expecting to do
when your baby is born, and it's important for your
baby as he or she continues to grow.
Breastfeeding your baby is an amazing achievement
because every day that you breastfeed makes a

can. It is a very special experience that will give you a closeness to your baby which will make
your baby feel loved and secure.
Breastfeeding is the healthiest way to feed your baby. Breast milk is all your baby needs for the
continue to grow and develop.

Health benefits for your baby
Breastfeeding is good for babies.
Breastfeeding provides a lot of nutrition to the baby and reduces the risk of infections so you
are less likely to have the worry of an ill baby, and less likely to have trips to the doctor or
hospital.
- Breastfeeding reduces the risk of cot death.
- Breastfeeding reduces the chance of asthma or allergies
- Breastfeeding protects your baby from infections that you meet such as
- Breastfed babies are not usually constipated
- Breastfeeding protects your baby from becoming overweight when older
- It's available whenever and wherever your baby needs a feed too
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The longer you breastfeed, the longer the protection

It is full of anti infection cells which protect your new
milk will change to meet your baby's changing needs.

Health benefits for you
for mums as it:
- can help to build a strong bond between you and your baby
- naturally uses up to 500 calories a day (you may be able get into those jeans again earlier)
- You don’t need to buy any special equipment to breastfeed
It's free– infant formula, the sterilising equipment and feeding equipment can cost a lot of
- money
- lowers your risk of getting breast and ovarian cancer
Exclusive breastfeeding can also delay the return of your periods. For more information on
contraception, go to the Love, Sex and contraception session.

Feeding when you're out and about
Breastfeeding is just like any other new skill – it takes a little bit of practice. Once you and your
Once you and your baby have got used to it, breastfeeding is very quick and easy to do.
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Going back to College or school
If you’re going back to school or college after having your baby, you may have questions about
how to continue breastfeeding. Speak to your school or college before going back, and ask
them what support is available. Can they provide somewhere private for you to sit and
breastfeed or express your breast milk? Could you put expressed milk in a fridge on the
premises?

Alternatively, you may be able to arrange to go to your baby at certain break times, so that you
can breastfeed there or have the baby brought to you.
When you are back at school or college you can also breastfeed when your baby is at home
with you and you can leave expressed breast milk for your baby to have while you are away

Skin to Skin
Skin-to-skin is holding your baby bare chest to your
bare chest. This is your special time with your baby, to
get to know him, and to let him get to know you. It will
help your baby to adjust to being outside the womb.
It is ideally done immediately after the birth and as
Skin-to-skin can be done by both you and Dad.
Skin to skin helps regulate the baby's temperature, breathing, heart rate and sugar levels. It
also calms the baby so that they don't get stressed out or cry a lot. It is easier for many babies
together.
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1. Breastfeeding babies are less likely to have?

A

Diarrhoea

B

Ear Infections

C

Asthma

C

All of the above

2. What is another advantage of breastfeeding?

A
C

Breast milk is easier to digest than
formula
Breast milk is free

B

Breast milk is ready on demand

C

All of the above

B

Increases bone strength

C

All of the above

3. How will Breastfeeding help you?

A
C

It will help you to get back to your
normal weight
Lowers your risk of getting breast and
ovarian cancer

4. How will you tell that your baby is getting enough milk?

A

Your baby has at least six wet nappies

C

Your baby has lots of dirty nappies

a day

B

Your baby steadily gains weight

C

All of the above
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Safety
Making your home safe is essential - or you'll spend all the toddler years stressed out and
saying "no" to everything.
Get down on your hands and knees to look around from your baby's height. This
helps you to check out the world as your baby sees it, and to notice any hazards.

Do a home safety check. Check locks on windows, cover electrical sockets, put
reach of little hands.

Use stair gates at the top and bottom of stairs and block rooms you don't want
your baby to get into.

above child height. Put child safety locks on cupboards.

Lock up all drugs and medicines securely in a bathroom cabinet where they can't
be reached.

Never leave any pills lying around - to babies they're as tempting as sweets.

so that there's a warning if your child tries to get out.
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As far as possible, move everything breakable or dangerous to above toddler reach.
Make all tables and furniture with corners baby-proof. You can buy corner guards
for the sharp edges, and sticky cellophane sheets to cover any glass you're worried
about in tables or in doors.
Check garden hazards - fences, ponds, ways for your baby to get out of the garden
(such as breaks in the hedge), poisonous plants, sharp stones, and do all you can to
make them safe.
your pond or water feature until your child is older
Lock away garden tools safely. Even very shallow ponds can be dangerous for your

Safety Equipment
What you need to get now:
Child car seat
This is the only bit of baby safety equipment you'll need from day one. It is required by law and
you will not be allowed to leave the hospital after your baby's birth without one.
Group 0 child car seats are suitable from birth, through to Group 3 child car seats for bigger
children up to 12 years old.

You should never buy a second hand car seat unless you know the person very well that you
are buying it from and you are sure that it has never been in an accident.
Do not keep the baby in the car seat for longer than necessary.
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Bath mats
A simple rubber bath mat will help prevent your baby
from slipping in the bath.
Baby monitors
Baby monitors shouldn't be regarded as a safety
device – they are more for convenience, so you can
hear your baby crying if you are in another part of the
house or in the garden.
Smoke and carbon monoxide alarms
Audible smoke alarms and carbon monoxide alarms are essential devices for the keeping you
and your baby safe. It should let you know immediately if there is smoke or carbon monoxide
in your home.
Remember to test alarms monthly to make sure they are operating correctly and replace

What you need to get when your baby starts moving around independently:
Stair gates
occur.
Fire guard/radiator guard
These prevent your baby from burning themselves on a hot
radiator. Though not relevant for all homes, if you have any
equipment.

top is best because it will act as a deterrent against placing
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Socket covers

Table corner covers
These will hopefully protect your baby’s head a little if they bump into the corner of a table.
Drawer and cupboard catches
These only allow a cupboard or drawer to open a few centimetres, unless you releases the
catch.
Drawer and cupboard catches are essential once your baby starts crawling and exploring to
glassware.
Door slam stoppers
themselves in a room - essential once your babies start walking.
Window locks
Another essential piece of baby safety kit once your baby starts moving around independently
is locks for your windows.

To do list...
What equipment have I got already?

What equipment do I need to get?
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Handle With Care
Babies are fragile- never shake your baby
support it. Shaking will cause the head to move back and forward very quickly which can cause
a bleed in the babies brain.

I like to be cuddled close to you

I don’t like it when my head is not supported

I like it when you have your arm around my

I don’t like it when you are rough with me,

tummy and my back against your body

even if you are playing

I like looking over your shoulder

I don’t like to be picked up suddenly

I like lying on your chest, but not if you have

I don’t like being held at arm’s length, it

been smoking

doesn’t make me feel loved

I like it in a sling, but only if my head is well
supported
I like it when you cradle me along the length
of your arm or in your lap when we can
smile at each other
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When I cry, try the following
- Give me a cuddle

- Walk around with me

- Sing to me

- Play music to me

- Gently rock me in your arms or in my pram

Reducing the Risk of Cot Death
Remember:
Place your baby on its back to sleep in a cot, in a
room with you
Try to do this from the very beginning as all the
evidence says that when babies sleep on their backs
they are less likely to have a cot death, babies who
sleep on their tummies of their sides have an
increased risk.

not to let your baby sleep in a car seat for long periods.

and help with their development! We call this ‘tummy time’. Back to sleep. Front to play

Don’t smoke while you are pregnant or let anyone smoke around you
Smoking in pregnancy greatly increases the risk of cot death
Babies exposed to cigarette smoke after birth also have an increased risk of cot death. Don’t
let anyone smoke in your home, ask them to go outside. Make your home a no-smoking zone
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Don’t sleep in the same bed as your baby, especially if you have been drinking alcohol, taking
drugs or smoking.
There is a risk that you might roll over onto your baby while you are asleep, or that your baby
could get caught between the wall and the bed, or roll out of the bed and be hurt.

Don’t fall to sleep with your baby on a sofa or
armchair.
No matter how tired you feel. It’s a lovely place to have
a cuddle or a feed but it’s safest to put your baby back
Don’t lay your baby down to sleep on the sofa.

Don’t let your baby get too hot
Letting your baby get too hot can increase the risk of cot death. Babies can get too hot
because of too much clothing, bedding or the room is too warm.
Keep your baby’s head uncovered and don’t use duvets, pillows or cot bumpers.
Babies don’t need hot rooms and should never sleep next to a radiator or heater.

Put your baby at the bottom of the cot to sleep - this is called Feet to Foot.
This stops your baby from wriggling under the covers and getting too hot.

Remember cot death is very rare, so don’t let worrying about it
stop you enjoying your baby’s first few months. Just follow the
advice to reduce your risk
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This picture shows a baby aged between 1 month and 6 months asleep. Can you identify eight
things about the room or what is in the cot or the way the baby is sleeping that may increase
the risk of cot death?

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
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Nursery:
or cot in a room with you. Research has also shown that a baby who sleeps in a cot in a separate room from his
parents is nearly twice as likely to die as a cot death than one who shares a room with his parent or parents.
Side sleeping: the baby is asleep on her side. The safest way for your baby to sleep is on the back. It is not safe for
babies to sleep on their fronts or sides. Babies sleeping on their sides have twice the risk of cot death as babies
who are sleeping on their backs. Always sleep your baby on her back, but when she is awake allow her to spend
time on her front.
Feet-to-foot: the baby is in the middle of the cot and not in the ‘feet-to-foot’ position. Place your baby with his feet
to the foot of the cot, so he can’t wriggle down under the covers. Don’t worry if he wriggles up and gets
uncovered. You can also use a baby sleeping bag.
Bedclothes: the blankets in the cot are loose. It can be dangerous if your baby’s head gets covered when she
sleeps. In the UK’s largest-ever cot death study, 16% of cot death babies were found with bed covers over their

shoulders. Use layers of lightweight blankets. To check if your baby is too hot, look for sweating or feel the back of
your baby’s neck or their tummy. Keep an eye on the room temperature.
Pillow: there is a pillow in the cot. If your baby is under one year old, never use a pillow, quilt or duvet.
Hat: there is a hat on the baby’s head. Babies need to lose excess heat from their heads, so remove hats and
extra clothing as soon as you come indoors or enter a warm bus, train or shop, even if it means waking your baby.
Dummy: there is no dummy in the baby’s mouth. Using a dummy every time you settle your baby to sleep – day
and night – can reduce the risk of cot death. If breastfeeding, do not begin to give a dummy until your baby is one
month old to ensure breastfeeding is well-established.
Radiator: the cot is positioned next to a radiator and under a window. Babies don’t need especially warm rooms
and all-night heating is rarely needed. Babies should never sleep next to a radiator or in direct sunlight. To keep
an eye on the temperature, buy a simple room thermometer.
The picture also shows:
Bumpers: there are cot bumpers in the cot. In the past, there were concerns that bumpers might make babies too

Take it out when your baby can get up on her hands and knees so she can’t climb out. Make sure there are no
trailing strings or ties.
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Immunisation
We will discuss immunisation in more detail when your baby has been
born, but it is important for you to know why your baby needs
immunisations, when they will take place and what will happen.

Why?
Immunisations will help to protect your baby from serious diseases.
They work by causing your baby’s immune system to make antibodies.

infection.

When?
It is important that your baby has the immunisations at the right age

Age of your baby

Disease protected against

Injection

2 months old

Diptheria, tetanus, pertussis

2 injections in the muscle of the thigh

(whooping cough), polio and

or upper arm

Haemophilus influenza type b (Hib)
Pneumococcal disease

Oral vaccine

Rotavirus
3 months old

Diptheria, tetanus, pertussis, polio and

2 injections in the muscle of the thigh

Hib

or upper arm

Meningococcal group C disease (Men C)

4 months old

Rotavirus

Oral vaccine

Diptheria, tetanus, pertussis, polio and

2 injections in the muscle of the thigh

Hib

or upper arm

Pneumococcal disease
Within a month of your baby’s first

Hib, Men C

3 injections in the muscle of the thigh

Birthday

Pneumococcal disease

or upper arm

Measles, mumps and rubella (German
measles)
3 years and 4 months

Diptheria, tetanus, pertussis, polio

3 injections in the muscle of the thigh

Measles, mumps and rubella

or upper arm
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How?
- You will receive an appointment for your baby
through the post (so it is important to tell your
Health Visitor or Doctor if you change address).
- Most doctor’s surgeries or health centres run
special immunisation clinics.
- If you can’t get to the appointment, contact your
doctor’s surgery to make another appointment.

All childhood immunisations are free
- The person giving the injection (usually the Practice Nurse or GP) will talk through the injection
with you and discuss any questions you may have.
- The injection is usually given into the muscle of the thigh or upper arm.
- You may want to take someone with you to hold your baby while they have their injection.
- After the injection your baby may cry for a few minutes but they usually settle down after a
cuddle.
- Sometimes babies get a temperature and the site where they had the injection may be a bit
red, swollen or tender.
- If they do, you can give a dose of paracetamol or ibuprofen liquid but also keep your baby cool
and give them plenty to drink.
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What have I learned?

What do I need to do?
To do list...
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In this section we will talk about:
- Healthy Eating

- Drugs

- Exercise

- X-Rays

- Smoking

- Love, Sex and Contraception

- Alcohol

The things I want to know more about are:
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Healthy Eating
While you are pregnant it is very important that you have a healthy diet.

Foods are divided into five groups

1

2

Bread, rice, potatoes, pasta and other
starchy food

Fruit and vegetables

Try to eat these once or twice a day
as they provide protein, which is
3

Meat, fish, eggs and beans

muscles and organs. They are also a

This includes cheese and yogurt. You

4

5

Milk and dairy foods

to eat these once a day

Food and drinks with lots of sugar.

a treat and are not essential to a
healthy diet
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But it is so hard to eat healthily...
Problem
I don’t like vegetables

Possible solution
Try eating different kinds of fruit instead, you might find
that there are some that you like that you haven’t tried
before
Try chopping up vegetables very small and adding them
to sauces or on the top of pizza - maybe you won’t even
notice them!

Fruit and Veg is so expensive

Some fruit and veg get’s cheaper depending on the time
of year and what’s in season.
Try buying frozen vegetables
Tinned fruit is usually cheaper - but try to go for fruit that
is in its natural juice and not syrup

I don’t do the cooking at home

Tell the person who does the cooking what you need to
eat while you are pregnant.
Offer to help with the cooking

I don’t know how to cook

Don’t be scared of cooking- you don’t need to cook fancy
meals, just experiment

I keep running out of money

Try putting some money in an envelope and write “Food
for me and my baby” on it
Look out for special offers

I live in sheltered accommodation
and the kitchen is disgusting
I only have a microwave and a kettle

Try to make the best of it and keep a small area and
cupboard clean for you
You can use a microwave to cook meals, not just ready
meals. It can even be faster than a conventional oven.
Experiment!

I feel sick all the time

If you are suffering from morning sickness, try to eat
small bits often. Listen to your body
Avoid food with high sugar and fat
Work out which foods and smells make you worse and try
to avoid them
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Healthy eating tips
achieve and then add a new goal each week
Goals you could try include:

Notes

I will try to eat a yogurt everyday
I will eat pasta once this week

What foods should I avoid when I am pregnant?
- Raw, undercooked meat

- Unpasteurised milk

- Liver

-

- Undercooked ready meals

-

- Tuna - more than twice a week

-

- Raw or uncooked eggs

than 2 mugs a day
- Pâté
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Keep a record of your goals!
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Example:
I ate
breakfast
today
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Exercise

How much exercise should I do?

Exercise Tips
- Do some housework- vacuuming or washing-up to some music
-
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-

- Avoid any strenuous exercise in hot weather.
-

Stomach-strengthening exercises

-

-

-
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making your muscles work hard and moving

-

Your pelvic floor
-

-

-

What exercise should I avoid?
-

squash.
-
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Exercise Calendar
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Example:
25 minsWalked to
the shops
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Smoking
Did you know?
depression and anxiety when they need a cigarette.
-

Effects of smoking on your baby

Did you know?
-

-
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Giving up

more help.

Second-hand smoke

Notes
What is keeping me from smoking?

What are my top 5 reasons for stopping smoking?
1.

4.

2.

5.

3.
What could I spend the money on?
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Smoking wordsearch
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Alcohol
Did you know?
none at all and at the most one to two units per week.

Heavy drinking is particularly dangerous and you
should really try to avoid it.

One unit of alcohol is equal to:

1/2 pint of beer, larger or cider

One single (pub) measure of spirits

that is less than 4%

like rum or vodka

1/4 pint of stronger beer, larger

One small glass of sherry (50ml)

or cider
One 125ml (small) glass of wine.

1/2 of an alcopop that is less than 4%

Most wine is served in 175ml or

Most alcopops are served with more

250ml glasses

alcohol in them

Check your favourite drinks and their unit at
www.drinkaware.co.uk
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How does drinking affect my baby?

pregnant.

Top tips to avoid drinking

These are a list of some websites which might give you some advice and support
www.drinkaware.co.uk

www.alcohol-aware.org.uk

www.thinksafedrinksafe.co.uk

www.al-anonuk.org.uk

www.units.nhs.uk

www.addaction.org.uk

www.downyourdrink.org.uk

www.kca.org.uk

www.alcoholconcern.org.uk

www.talkaboutalcohol.com
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Alcohol quiz - Myths & Facts
1

Alcohol is a drug

True / False

2

Alcohol is..

A) A Stimulant
B) A depressant
C) Neither

3

Different kinds of drinks contain

True / False

different kinds of alcohol

4

Alcohol affects mental judgment

True / False

before physical co-ordination

5

The total value of the UK alcohol

A) £2 billion

market is..

B) £17 billion
C) £30 billion

6

Alcohol is removed from the

A) The liver

bloodstream by..

B) The bladder
C) Sweating

7

1 pint of beer is equal to..

A) 4 measures of spirits
B) 2 measures of spirits
C) 1/2 measure of spirits

8

Alcohol can affect the balance of

True / False

vitamins in your body
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Alcohol quiz - Myths & Facts
9

You can sober up by..

A) Drinking black coffee
B) Taking a shower
C) Fresh air
D) None of the above

10

A third of divorces in the UK are due

True / False

to alcohol use

11

Drinking alcohol over a long period

A) Gastritis

of time can cause..

B) Throat cancer
C) Liver disease

12

Daily drinking indicates someone has

True / False

an alcohol problem

13

Which of these would make you

A) High tolerance

worry about someones drinking

B) Depression & isolation

levels?

C) Loss of interest in food /
hygiene / surroundings

Answers

stimulant

diseases
judgment
true.
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Drugs
This section covers everyday over the counter or
Remember

someone at the pharmacy.

Street drugs
The best start you can give your baby is one without drugs.
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What if I took drugs before finding out I was pregnant?

Get help!

X-rays

Make sure your doctor or dentist knows
you.
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Drugs quiz

5 Letters

6 Letters

7 Letters

Speed

Heroin

Cocaine

Skunk

Alcohol

11 Letters

12 Letters

Painkillers

Amphetamines

8 Letters
Ketamine

Ecstasy

Paracetamol
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Love, sex & contraception
Sex is another issue that needs discussion. It is not

have penetrative sex.

Kissing

Massaging each other

Snuggling on the sofa
Cuddiling

Holding hands
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Did you know?

Type
Implant

Description
The implant is a small flexible rod that is put under the skin of the upper
arm. The implant works for up to three years and be put in 3 to 4 weeks
after giving birth. It can be used whether you are breastfeeding or bottle
feeding.

Injection

Contraceptive injections contain a progestogen hormone which is similar to
the natural progesterone that women produce in their ovaries.
Depo-Provera protects you from pregnancy for 12 weeks. It is a very
effective hormonal method of contraception.
If you are breastfeeding, you should wait till 6 weeks after giving birth to
have your first injection
If you are bottle feeding you can have the injection within 5 days of giving
birth

IUD & IUS

An IUD is a small plastic and copper device that is put into your uterus
(womb). It has one or two soft threads on the end. These thin threads hang
through the opening at the entrance of your uterus (cervix) into the top of
your vagina.
There are different types and sizes of IUD to suit different women. An IUD
can stay in for 5–10 years, depending on type. It should only be fitted by a
trained doctor or nurse. An IUD is sometimes called a ‘coil’.
An IUS is a small T-shaped plastic device which releases a progestogen
hormone. This is similar to the natural progesterone that women produce in
their ovaries.
A trained doctor or nurse will put the IUS into your uterus. The IUS has two
soft threads at one end which hang through the opening at the entrance of
your uterus – cervix – into the top of your vagina.
It works for up to five years
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Type
Progestrogen Only Pill

Description
The progestogen only pill can be started any time after birth and can be
used if you’re breastfeeding or not.
The progestogen only pill, is a pill you take every day without a break.
Progestogen only methods of contraception do not affect breast milk
production or the growth of your baby.

The Combined Pill

The combined pill which contains two hormones – estrogen and
progestogen. These are similar to the natural hormones women produce in
their ovaries.
If you are breastfeeding it is not recommended that you take the combined
pill as it can interfere with the flow of milk but it is ok to take the
progestogen only pill

Contraceptive patch

The contraceptive patch is a small, thin, beige coloured patch, nearly 5cm x
5cm in size. You stick it on your skin and it releases two hormones –
estrogen and progestogen. These are similar to the natural hormones that
women produce in their ovaries and like those used in the combined pillagain you will not be able to use this type of contraception if you
breastfeed.

Condom

Male and female condoms are barrier methods of contraception. They stop
sperm meeting an egg.
A male condom fits over a man's erect penis and is made of very thin latex
(rubber) or polyurethane (plastic).
A female condom is made of very thin polyurethane. It is put in the vagina
and loosely lines it.

Diaphragms and caps

Diaphragms and caps are barrier methods of contraception. They fit inside
your vagina and cover your cervix (entrance to the uterus – womb).
They come in different shapes and sizes. Vaginal diaphragms are circular
domes made of thin, soft latex (rubber) or silicone with a flexible rim.
Cervical caps are smaller and are made of latex or silicone.
To be effective, diaphragms and caps need to be used with a spermicide.
Spermicides are chemicals that kill sperm.
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Type
Emergency contraception

Description
If you have had unprotected sex, that is, sex without using contraception, or
think your contraception might have failed, you can use emergency
contraception.
There are two different types of emergency contraception:
- the emergency contraceptive pill, Levonelle
- the emergency intrauterine device (IUD).
Emergency contraception can be very effective especially if you have an
IUD fitted or if the emergency contraceptive pill is taken soon after sex.
You don’t need to use emergency contraception for the first 21 days after
giving birth.
You can take the emergency contraceptive pill up to 120 hours after you
have had unprotected sex but it is more effective the sooner it is taken.

Top tips
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Sexual Health

What is a sexually transmitted infection?

So if you think you are at risk of having an STI (if you have had
unprotected sex with someone who has not been tested, have
symptoms that you are worried about or just want to check it
out) ASK and this can easily be arranged.
Chlamydia:
1

7 things you might need to know!

What is Chlamydia?

contact.

2

Why is Chlamydia a problem?
- Unusual vaginal discharge
- Pain when peeing or having sex
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Chlamydia:
3

7 things you might need to know!

How could it affect my pregnancy?

Any more questions?

It can cause:
- Miscarriage
- Ectopic pregnancies

Contact the Chlamydia Screening team
CSO@ Priory House, Priory Health Park,

- Premature delivery
somersetcs@sompar.nhs.uk
www.somersetcsh.co.uk/Chlamydia_and_STIs/

4

How could it affect my baby?

5

How to get tested?

- GP Surgery
- Contraceptive and sexual health clinic
- Community Pharmacy

6

What if I have Chlamydia?

7

What else do I need to know?

- Minor Injury Units
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STI Quiz
1

A person can have an STI & not know it.

True / False

2

Which is the most common STI in

A) Chlamydia

15-24 year olds in the UK?

B) Warts
C) Herpes
D) HIV

3

HIV can be transmitted by?

A) Blood
B) Sperm
C) Vaginal secretions
D) Breast milk
E) All of the above

4

Can you get a STI more than once, even

Yes / No

after you have been treated?

5

You only have to have sex with one

True / False

person to get an STI.

6

You can get sexual transmitted infection

True / False

from having anal or oral sex?

7

8

What colour discharge can you get from your

A) Clear

C) Pink

penis or vagina when you have gonorrhoea?

B) Greenish Yellow D) Blue

Which of these STI’s is a virus?

A) Syphilis

C) Warts

B) Gonorrhoea

D) Chlamydia
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STI Quiz
Answers

Local Services
services go to:
www.somersetcsh.co.uk/Local_Services/
Taunton Clinic (CASH)
7, The Crescent, Taunton TA1 4EA.
01823 364940

Free Contraception and Sexual Health App
www.somersetcsh.co.uk

Issue Points near your current location, so you can get the personal
advice and support you need.
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Free Contraception and Sexual Health App

What have I learned?

What do I need to do?
To do list...
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In this section we will talk about:
-

- Work and education

-

-

-

-

- What you can claim when you are pregnant

The things I want to know more about are:
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Managing your Budget

grows.
Clothes

Nappies

Baby Gro’s (pack of 3)

£8

Bibs (pack of 4)

£5

Body Suit (pack of 7)

£10

Hat

£5

Socks (pack of 5 pairs)

£4

Pram Suit

£15

Washable (non disposable, one off payment)

£45

Disposable (pack of 24)

£8

Changing mat

£7

Number of nappies a baby needs per day (UK average)
- New born needs 12 nappies per day
- 4-6 months old need 10 nappies per day
- 6-12 months old need 8 nappies per day
Feeding

Breastfeeding (bra, pads)

£25

Bottle starter set

£20

Bottle steriliser set (one-off payment)

£25

Formula milk
Sleeping

£7

Cot (one-off payment)

£60

Sheets and blankets (one-off payment)

£15

Waterproof sheet (one-off payment)

£15
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Managing your Budget
Bathing

Getting about

Safety

Play

Baby bath set (one-off payment)

£20

Baby bubble bath

£3

Baby shampoo

£2

Baby lotion

£2

Pushchair (one –off payment)

£45

Car seat (one –off payment)

£45

Safety gate (one –off payment)

£25

Baby monitor (one –off payment)

£20

Socket covers (one –off payment)

£4

Fire guard (one –off payment)

£20

Play mat (one –off payment)

£10

First teddy

£5
£20

Mobile (one –off payment)

Average Day- To-Day Living Costs
For One Week

Average Costs Of The “Little Extras”

Rent

£90

Cinema

£12

Electricity/Gas/Water

£20

Bowling

£16

Council Tax

£15

Swimming

£3

Food

£33

Take-way meal for 2

£8

Transport

£10

Meal at a cafe

£10

Cleaning/washing

£14

Snack and sweets

£6

Magazine

£3

Health care

£6

Mobile phone

£10

TV Licence

£3
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Personal Budget Chart
Money coming in

How much

How often

How much

How often

Wages, You
Wages, your partner
Job seekers allowance
Income Support
Child Benefit
Other
Other

Money coming in
Rent
Council Tax
Water Rates
House Insurance
Gas
Electric
Other fuel
TV Rental and licence
Travel expenses
Clothing
Laundry
Mobile Phone
Other
Food Shopping
Little Extra’s
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Benefits
Making a claim

0800 055 6688
(National Number)

or

0845 6043719
(Local Office Number)

List of Local Offices
Taunton Office

Bridgwater Office

Job Centre Plus
High Street
Taunton
Somerset TA1 3NY

Job Centre Plus
Hanover House, Northgate
Bridgwater
Somerset TA6 3HG

Yeovil Office

Wells Office

Job Centre Plus
29-31 Hendford
Yeovil
Somerset BA20 1UU

Job Centre Plus
Chamberlain Street
Wells
Somerset BA5 2PJ

Frome Office
29-31 Hendford
Frome
Somerset BA11 1QW
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If you are on low income or not working

how much you’ll get will depend on your age and your
personal circumstances.
Income Support

and haven’t signed on as unemployed.

To claim, telephone 0800 055 66 88

www.gov.uk

Job Seekers Allowance

search is going.
To claim telephone 0800 055 66 88 or on line at www.gov.uk
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Child Benefits

Who the allowance is for rate (weekly)
Eldest or only child
Additional children (per child)

£20.50
£13.55

How Child Benefit is paid?

Working Tax Credit

-

The basic amount of Working Tax
Credit is up to £1,920 a year - you
could get more (or less) depending
on your circumstances and income.

-

Use the tax credit calculator to
work out how much you could get.

-

www.gov.uk/tax-credits-calculator
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Child Tax Credit

-
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Housing Benefit

circumstances.

How much you get depends on:
-

- Your household income
- Your circumstance
Sharing Bedrooms

How you will get paid:
-

-
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What can you claim while you are pregnant?

0845 300 3900

you are in education or training, Income Support. However, you may have to show why you

education or training.
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Healthy Start

to carry on getting Healthy Start help you need to

- Income support
- Maximum Child Tax Credit with no entitlement to Working Tax Credit

Sure start Maternity Grant

- Income support

- Working Tax Credit with a

-

- Pension credit
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Going Out to Work

- £6.31
- £5.03
- £3.72
- £2.68
their apprenticeship

Are you old enough to have a job?

on a paper round.
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Are you old enough to have a job?

your age.
14 year olds

or a Saturday
15 and 16 year olds

Saturdays or during the school holidays.
16 and 17 year olds

waiter or waitress.
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Carrying on with your education

connected with your pregnancy. However, they may talk

childcare costs through the Care to Learn scheme. Care

to take up learning.

What is Care to Learn?

travel costs while you’re learning.
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What course can I do?

When you get Care to Learn, it’s up to you what you learn.

The most important thing is to choose something that suits you and your interests.

- childminder

-

- pre-school playgroup

- other registered childcare

- day nursery

care.

children.
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Am I eligible for Care to Learn?
questions.

1

Are you under 20 years old?

2

Will you be caring for your own child or children?

3

Do you meet the residency conditions?
You must:
- live in England, and
-

4

Is your learning eligible?
Your options include:
-

5

Is your childcare registered with Ofsted?
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Care to Learn

study or doing private study
childcare provider
your learning starts
to the childcare provider

you.
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Housing

-

How much it costs

How to get a place

Rights you’ll have

Renting

- Usually more

- Usually lots of places

- Most tenancies last

Privately

expensive than council

to choose from

for 6 or 12 months

places

- Available through

- Landlord doesn’t

- Bills and Council Tax

letting agencies,

usually need a reason

usually paid

websites, local papers

to evict, but must

separately

and shop windows

follow procedures

- Deposit and rent in

- Sharing with the

advance needed

landlord gives fewer
rights
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How much it costs

How to get a place

Rights you’ll have

Council

- Usually the cheapest

- Very few places

- Most tenancies have

Housing

way to rent

available

no end date

- Bills and Council Tax

- Usually a long waiting

- Introductory /

usually paid

list

demoted tenants easy

separately

- Some people not

to evict

- No deposit needed

eligible

- Secure tenants have

- Get an application

much stronger rights

from the council
Housing

- Usually cheaper than

- Few places available

- Most tenancies have

Association

renting privately but

- Most properties go

no end date

more expensive than

to people on council’s

- Different tenancy

council housing

waiting list

types give different

- Bills and Council Tax

- Direct applications

rights

usually paid

sometime accepted

- If support provided,
tenants easy to evict

separately
Home

- The most expensive

- Lots of choice in

- Most flats are

Ownership

option, but prices vary

most areas

leasehold sand most

- Regular income

- Most places sold

houses are freehold,

required to get a

through estate agents

this affects rights

mortgage

- Check local papers

- Eviction less likely but

- Lots of extra costs

and property websites

still possible if you

- Owners pay for all

don’t keep up your

repairs

mortgage repayments

- May be ground rent
and service change
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How much it costs

How to get a place

Rights you’ll have

Supported

- Usually more

- Many schemes

- Most tenancies end

Housing

expensive than other

specialise in areas

when extra support is

rented housing but

such as drug or

no longer needed

help sometimes

alcohol dependency

- Rights vary, but

available

- There’s often a

usually quite limited

waiting list
- Often an interview to
get in
- Helps if an adviser
refers you
Lodging

- Often cheaper than

- Only exists in some

- You can be evicted

Scheme /

other private tenan-

areas

very easily, but should

‘Nightstop’

cies

- You can often get in

get ‘reasonable

- Deposit not usually

quickly

notice’

required

- Length of stay can

- Bills often included

vary
- Helps if an adviser
refers you

Foyers

- Expensive, but

- Normally a waiting

-Training and careers

financial help is often

list

help is condition of

available

- Helps if an adviser

tenancy

- Services, bills and

refers you

- Can be evicted if you

meals often extra

cause problems
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Homefinder Somerset
Council, Sedgemoor District Council, South Somerset District Council, Taunton Deane

How do I register for Homefinder Somerset?

You can apply :
-

Support in your Local Area
Sedgemoor
The Housing Advice Service at Sedgemoor District
Council provides advice and assistance on a wide

Housing Advice
Sedgemoor District Council
Bridgwater House, King
Square
Bridgwater
Somerset
TA6 3AR

They hold a weekly Housing Advice surgery at the
0845 408 2540
housing.advice@sedgemoor.gov.uk
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Taunton Deane
guidance service to homeless and potentially homeless people.
Housing

01823 356356

Taunton Deane Borough

www.tauntondeane.gov.uk

Council
The Deane House
Belvedere Road
Taunton
TA1 1HE

Sedgemoor
The Housing Advice Centre
South Somerset District Council
Petters Way
Somerset housing register and give advice on

Yeovil
BA20 1AS

You will need to make an appointment to speak

ensure that they have adequate time to assess

01935 462462
www.southsomerset.gov.uk
/housing-and-benefits/

your housing situation and give you advice on
your housing options.
The Housing Advice Centre is open Monday to
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West Somerset
West Somerset Council will provide advice and
assistance to help you resolve your situation at either

West somerset Council
West Somerset House
Killick Way
Williton
Taunton
Somerset
TA4 4QA
01643 703704
www.westsomersetonline.
gov.uk/Housing/Homelessness

Rights and Responsibilities
The Law

your child
-
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court.
can take legal action against you.
-

Parental Responsibility
What is parental responsibility?
the right, together with any other person with PR, to

involved:
- Where a child lives
- Whether or not a child receives medical treatment
country
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-

Who automatically has parental responsibility?
You keep PR when you separate or divorce
and the registration
-

residence order
long as the order lasts
-
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What you will need when registering your baby’s birth
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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What have I learned?

What do I need to do?
To do list...
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In this section we will talk about:
-

-

- Reviewing the contract

-

The things I want to know more about are:
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What Can I Do Next?

you can learn more..

dressing
-

Children Centres
What are they?

venue.
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groups and activities and you can choose which

experience.

childcare.

can help you make
contact with your
local Children Centre.
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Reviewing the Contract

Did we do what we wanted to achieve?

What did you do?

What did I do?

Did you find this workbook useful?

Have you found the support you have recieved useful?

Is there anything else you would like to have more information about?
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Did we meet your Expectations?
We said we would aim to provide a service that was:
-

-

-

- Enthusiasm and commitment

-

-

-

-

- Right support at the right time

-

How did we do?

Comments
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The New Contract

What support will you need in the future?

How often will we meet?

Where will we meet?

What will you do?

How long will each
contract last?

What will I do?

Is there anything we should focus on first?
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